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world systems: core, semi-periphery, periphery 



SOUTH AFRICA, 2010 

Lula: “A new economic geography 
has emerged” – BRICS in the 2000s 







•Transkei (Xhosa) – 
independent on 26 October 
1976 
•Bophuthatswana (Tswana) 
– independent on 6 Dec 
1977 
•Venda (Venda) – 
independent on 13 
September 1979  
•Ciskei (also Xhosa) – 
independent on 4 December 
1981 
•Gazankulu (Tsonga 
[Shangaan]) – self-
government in 1971 
•Lebowa (Northern Sotho or 
Pedi) – self-government on 
2 October 1972 
•QwaQwa (Southern Sotho) 
– self-government on 1 
November 1974 
•KaNgwane (Swazi) – self-
government in 1981 
•KwaNdebele (Ndebele) – 
self-government in 1981 
•KwaZulu (Zulu) – self-
government in 1981  
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KwaZulu’s Gatsha Buthelezi, Ciskei’s Lennox Sebe, 
Gazankulu’s Hudson Ntsanwisi, Lebowa’s Collins 
Ramui, Transkei’s Kaiser Matanzima, 
Bophuthatswana’s Lucas Mangope (1973) 



their job: perfecting racial apartheid – against interests of the vast majority 



President Obama in 2009 with BICS leaders Zuma (South Africa), Lula (Brazil), Jiabao (China) and Singh (India)  

their job: perfecting climate apartheid – against interests of the vast majority 





















 are the BRICS anti-imperialist or 

sub-imperialist forces in world 
geopolitical economy/ecology? 
from above, middle and below 

SOUTH AFRICA  

   ‘sub-imperialism’ in world 
finance, climate… and football 

Ufa, Russia 2015 





• no taxes 
• no exchange controls 

• no democracy 

football imperialism 



Durban’s Moses Mabhida: 
$390 million 

“Alien’s Handbag”  





FBI: bribery rife in FIFA 





Jack Warner 
with Nelson 
Mandela; 
Sepp Blatter 
with Thabo 
Mbeki, Jacob 
Zuma and 
Danny Jordaan 



2015 FBI prosecution alleged that in 2004, 
Caribbean soccer official Jack Warner and 
Chuck Blazer solicited $10 million bribe to 

ensure World Cup went to South Africa 

Chuck 

Blazer 

Warner 



Blatter forced to resign on 2 June 



FBI revelations on May 27, 2015 



28 May: 
Jordaan 

selected by 
the ruling 

ANC to 
lead Port 
Elizabeth  
(SA’s 5th 
biggest 

city)  
 



explanations of $10 million  
gift to Warner to fund soccer 
development not convincing 





The $10 mn bribe? “We can't account 
for it. The fact that later they turned 
gangsters, that is not our problem. We 
were not sniffer dogs to check 
everybody’s legitimacy.” 

“We fought colonialism 
and imperialism and we 
are still fighting it… We 
will not be collateral 
damage in the battles in 
the geopolitical space.” 



“We fought colonialism and 
imperialism and we are still 
fighting it… We will not be 

collateral damage in the battles 
in the geopolitical space.” 

 

 

Fikile Mbalula  
SA Sports Minister, 3 June 2015 
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SOUTH AFRICA, 2010 

why BRICs? answer from New York/London:  
building-block ‘bricks’ of 21st century world capitalism 

Jim O’Neil,  
Goldman 
Sachs 







SOUTH AFRICA (added in 2010) 

Jim O’Neil,  
Goldman 
Sachs 

update: with BRICS crumbling, 

in 2013 O’Neil chose ‘MINT’ 
Mexico, Indonesia, Nigeria, Turkey 













 are BRICS against colonialism, 
imperialism and neoliberalism? 



 or within? 



 
Ruy Mauro Marini (Brazil 1965): 
‘It is not a question of passively 

accepting North American power 
(although the actual correlation of 

forces often leads to that result), but 
rather of collaborating actively with 

imperialist expansion, assuming in this 
expansion the position of a key nation.’ 

what is sub-imperialism? 





Source: Michael Roberts 

long term ‘over-accumulation’ crisis 



uneven development and ‘spatial fix’ 
roots of crisis:  

long-term stagnation of  
EU, US and Japan after  

Post-War ‘Golden Years’ 
 



uneven development and ‘spatial fix’ 

devaluation of  
Northern industry;  
accumulation shifts 



The opening up of global markets 
in both commodities and capital 
created openings for other states 
to insert themselves into the 
global economy, first as absorbers 
but then as producers of surplus 
capitals. They then became 
competitors on the world stage.  
 What might be called  

‘sub-imperialisms’ arose… each 
developing centre of capital 
accumulation sought out 
systematic spatio-temporal fixes 
for its own surplus capital by 
defining territorial spheres of 
influence…  



but is it a coherent geopolitical alliance – or too diverse? 

Paris Yeros and Sam Moyo on BRICS sub-imperialisms: 
• Some are driven by private blocs of capital with strong 

state support (Brazil, India);  
• others, like China, include the direct participation of 

state-owned enterprises;  
• while in the case of South Africa, it is increasingly 

difficult to speak of an autonomous domestic 
bourgeoisie, given the extreme degree of de-
nationalisation of its economy, post-apartheid.  

• The degree of participation in the Western military 
project is also different from one case to the next 
although, one might say, there is a “schizophrenia” to 
all this, typical of “sub-imperialism”. 



sub-imperialism seen from SA 
• open advocacy and practice of neoliberalism in local economic 

policy terms (‘There Is No Alternative’), albeit sometimes with a 
tokenistic welfarist component to diminish the socio-political 
insecurity that results from state-services shrinkage; 

• dominance as a regional platform for accumulation drawn from 
hinterland neighbours; 

• legitimation of the Washington Consensus ideology and its 
multilateral institutions (e.g., 2012 recapitalization of the IMF, PIDA 
PPPs and Nepad’s structural adjustment apologetics),  

• playing the ‘deputy sheriff’ function in regional geopolitical terms 
(e.g. Lesotho, DRC, Zimbabwe); and  

• engaging in confusing (and often confused) ‘talk left, walk right’ 
moves in foreign policy so that critique of the West accompanies 
practical conciliation with the overall reproduction of world power.  



extreme BRICS inequality (2011) 

the worst Gini coefficients amongst large societies 

the new transnational 
capitalist class doesn’t 

spread the wealth 





BRICS have a lower 
public domestic debt 
than peer economies, 
could spend more, or 
‘Quantitative Ease’ 

could social spending increase? 
to reduce poverty? 


